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This document highlights the major changes for Release 13.1.3.4 of Oracle Retail 
Advanced Inventory Planning (AIP).

Noteworthy Defect Fixes
The following defect fixes and enhancements are included in AIP 13.1.3.4. This is 
not a complete list; see the cross-reference spreadsheet and defect reports for a 
complete list and full details.

AIP-Online Installation Procedure 
For AIP-Online installation, complete the following steps.

1. Unzip the AIP_13_1_3_4.zip file into a folder, such as AIP_13_1_3_4.

2. In the the AppSource folder inside AIP_13_1_3_4, find the 
AIPOnlineApp.ear file. 

3. See the Oracle Retail Advanced Inventory Planning Installation Guide for how to 
redeploy the .ear file.

Defect Number Summary

10043118 The following error occurs in AIP 13.0.2.35 in both SRP and WRP 
evaluation workbooks after clicking a custom menu option: 

ERROR: Cannot process MenuEvent - WorkbookException: 
IllegalParse: replenish execution failed

10190250 For AIP 13.1.2, in the Inventory Capping Parameter workbook, the 
value in the Department Capacity measure does not roll over to the 
next day after the batch is run.

12530367 The performance of the ToLabel function (called in some rules in 
SRP interactive evaluation and SRP evaluation workbooks) must be 
improved. 

12590464 In the SRP Evaluation workbook, the Reconciled Orders flag is set 
to True for a few days. However, the Reconciliation Flag (dm0_
recflg) is set to False, and the receipt plan sometimes goes to zero 
for the same days.

Note: Ensure the hot fix is being applied to an AIP 13.1.3 
environment.
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4. In the DBSource folder inside AIP_13_1_3_4, find the modified procedure 
(.pkb) files.

5. The procedure files should be run in the database schema to recreate the 
package body and procedures.

AIP-RPAS Installation Procedure 
For AIP-RPAS installation, complete the following steps.

1. Unpack the appropriate operating system zip file in your patches directory.

2. Make sure $AIP_INSTALL variable points to a directory in which rsp_
manager will unzip and untar the package files.

3. Back up your aip_env_rpas.sh script. This file is in the $RPAS_HOME/bin 
directory and contains customizations the user is allowed to make for the 
environment. Do not overwrite these customizations.

4. Create the domainlist.txt file, which contains the path to AIP global domain.

5. Verify that the paths in the file <path_to_AIP_
domain>/config/globaldomainconfig.xml are correct for the domain. 
Update them if necessary.

6. Running the patch is done in two parts.  The first part is for RPAS_HOME 
and environment (configuration) patching.  

The second part is for the domain patching. Applying the patch in two parts 
allows you to specify -no_domain for the first part, and -no_rpas and -no_
env for the second part.

■ If using Linux:

./rsp_manager.linux -install -sp linux -no_domain -log part1.log 

Check the validation section of the screen output for any issues. 

Re-introduce any custom variable values from the backed up $RPAS_
HOME/bin/backup_aip_env_rpas.sh into the newly patched $RPAS_
HOME/bin/aip_env_rpas.sh. 

./rsp_manager.linux -install -sp linux -no_rpas -no_env -no_tools 
-domain domainlist.txt -log part2.log -silent 

■ If using aix, sun or hpux:

./rsp_manager -install -sp <OS> -no_domain -log part1.log 

Check the validation section of the screen output for any issues. 

Re-introduce any custom variable values from the backed up $RPAS_
HOME/bin/backup_aip_env_rpas.sh into the newly patched $RPAS_
HOME/bin/aip_env_rpas.sh. 

Note: Always back up your domains and environment before 
applying the hot fix. This hot fix contains complete AIP code (RPAS 
side) and configuration. Merge your customization before applying 
this hot fix.
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./rsp_manager -install -sp <OS> -no_rpas -no_env -no_tools -domain 
domainlist.txt -log part2.log -silent 

If the second rsp_manager call fails, correct the issue, resolve the first 
failed call, and re-run.  To resolve the first failed call, you can restore the 
backed up domain or:  

rm $TEST_AIPDOMAIN/patches/aip/applied/<version> 

rm $TEST_AIPDOMAIN/patches/aip/postproc/postproc.xxx  (where 
xxx is the postproc number that is with this version. 
Check $AIP_INSTALL/patches_aip/<version>/<os>/domain-scripts to 
see what version it is.) 

upgradeDomain -d . -apptag AIP:x.x.x (where x.x.x was the OLD domain 
version) 

If there are no issues, the AIP  installation is complete.
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Value-Added Reseller (VAR) Language

Oracle Retail VAR Applications

The following restrictions and provisions only apply to the programs referred to in this section and licensed to you. You acknowledge that 
the programs may contain third party software (VAR applications) licensed to Oracle. Depending upon your product and its version number, 
the VAR applications may include: 

(i) the MicroStrategy Components developed and licensed by MicroStrategy Services Corporation (MicroStrategy) of McLean, Virginia 
to Oracle and imbedded in the MicroStrategy for Oracle Retail Data Warehouse and MicroStrategy for Oracle Retail Planning & Optimization 
applications.

(ii) the Wavelink component developed and licensed by Wavelink Corporation (Wavelink) of Kirkland, Washington, to Oracle and imbedded 
in Oracle Retail Mobile Store Inventory Management.

(iii) the software component known as Access Via™ licensed by Access Via of Seattle, Washington, and imbedded in Oracle Retail Signs 
and Oracle Retail Labels and Tags.

(iv) the software component known as Adobe Flex™ licensed by Adobe Systems Incorporated of San Jose, California, and imbedded in 
Oracle Retail Promotion Planning & Optimization application.

You acknowledge and confirm that Oracle grants you use of only the object code of the VAR Applications. Oracle will not deliver source 
code to the VAR Applications to you. Notwithstanding any other term or condition of the agreement and this ordering document, you shall 
not cause or permit alteration of any VAR Applications. For purposes of this section, "alteration" refers to all alterations, translations, 
upgrades, enhancements, customizations or modifications of all or any portion of the VAR Applications including all reconfigurations, 
reassembly or reverse assembly, re-engineering or reverse engineering and recompilations or reverse compilations of the VAR Applications 
or any derivatives of the VAR Applications. You acknowledge that it shall be a breach of the agreement to utilize the relationship, and/or 
confidential information of the VAR Applications for purposes of competitive discovery.

The VAR Applications contain trade secrets of Oracle and Oracle's licensors and Customer shall not attempt, cause, or permit the alteration, 
decompilation, reverse engineering, disassembly or other reduction of the VAR Applications to a human perceivable form. Oracle reserves 
the right to replace, with functional equivalent software, any of the VAR Applications in future releases of the applicable program.
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